THE VIRTUAL CLASS EXPERIENCE
CLASSES OFFERED:

Executive Presentation Skills® Anywhere • Sales Presentation Skills® Anywhere • More to come!

Let the classroom come to you
with virtual instructor-led training.
We’ve adapted our signature courses to create a truly
unique virtual class experience where our award-winning
classes are delivered in a virtual environment. Now,
students and instructors can connect at any distance.

ENGAGING

The Communispond virtual class experience is highly
engaging and interactive. From the moment students
log in to class, they are immediately conversing live with
instructors and other colleagues in the class. Regular
engagement continues throughout the entire class,
keeping students involved to maximize learning.

CONVENIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE

Students have the ability to take a virtual class anywhere
an Internet connection is available. This is the perfect
opportunity for global teams to take advantage of a
consistent training rollout without the need to travel. The
virtual solution also offers organizations a cost effective
option. By offering our world-renowned classes virtually, it
dissolves all barriers of TIME, LOCATION, and COST
that typically exist with an in-person class.

WORLD-CLASS INSTRUCTORS

We understand that consistency is key across corporate
training programs. That’s why each member of our
faculty undergoes a rigorous certification process – one
of the toughest in the industry. This leads to consistent
delivery of content, coaching, and skill development
across global organizations. Our world-class team of
certified faculty that teach our in-person classes have
gone through additional certifications to teach our
virtual courses.

IN-THE-MOMENT COACHING

Because our virtual classes are held with an instructor in
real-time, participants receive in-the-moment coaching,
just as they would in person. During class, students are
recorded and coached live and receive live feedback on
their skills. With in-the-moment coaching students are
able to see and hear exactly how they did so they can
determine what is effective, and what they need to
practice.

DEDICATED TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

Technology support is inevitably needed when working
with people with varying technology comfort levels. If
a technical issue arises, there is no need to worry. Every
class has a dedicated technical/trainer’s assistant so
technical issues won’t bog down the entire class.
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